method one arrives at the tensor analysis of Fubini and Cech. It is inevitable that some of our identities and tensor equations should duplicate those of earlier writers but it is hoped that there will also appear much that is direct, unifying and new.
1. The first fundamental surface tensor. Let yA=yA(«1,M2), A =0,1, 2, «, be four analytic functions of two independent variables «', i = 1, 2, to be interpreted as the four homogeneous coordinates of the points of a surface 5 in a three-dimensional linear space S3. The points yA of 5a will be subjected to the group G3 of projective transformations, y'A=pAQyQ, \p\ 5^0, with constant coefficients. Under this group of point transformations the surface yA(u) will be projected into the surface y'A(u) =pAo.yQ(u). The projective geometry of S consists of those properties of 5 which persist when it is projected into the totality of surfaces S'. The various elements of the set S' will be regarded as equivalent and hence indistinguishable from one another. The analytic parameterization of points of 5 as functions of ul may be subjected to the group G2, «' = «'(«), \du/du\ ,¿0, without disturbing the geometric point yA, thus yA(ü)=yA(u(ü)).
In addition the functions y*A defined by the group Gi, yA=e*(u)y*A, <p(u) an arbitrary analytic function of u', represent the same geometric point as yA. The projective differential geometry of the surface S will find its analytic structure in the differential invariant theory of the functions yA(u) under the transformations of the groups G3, G2 and G\. So far as G3 is concerned, our only immediate concern is the relative covariant tensor íabcd with components everywhere +1 or -1 according as the indices represent an even or odd permutation respectively of the natural order 0, 1, 2, » and zero otherwise. Under y'A=pAo.y<i with the inverse, yA = qAQy'Q, pAQqQB = oAB, the components (abcd transform by e''abcd = (abcd -\q\~leQRSTqQAqBBqscqTD-Analogous to cabcd in S3, there is the relative contravariant tensor e'k of S, defined by e'*= -e*', e12 = l, in all coordinate systems w* and transforming under #* = «*(«) by i>k = t'h= \du/dü\ er'drü'd,ük. Now let the two analytic functions ul = u'(t) define an analytic curve C, yA =yA(u(t)), on S. The tangent plane to 5 at the point toi C has a four-rowed determinant equation |y, yi, y2, Y\ =0, the subscripts denoting partial derivatives evaluated at the point t. The osculating plane to C at t is represented by |y, y, y, Y\ =0, where a dot denotes a total derivative with respect to t, thus y=YjtT-iyrùr = yrùr. Since y and y are common to both the tangent plane to 5 and the osculating plane to C, a necessary condition that these two planes coincide is that y -yTüT+yT,ùTù*, a point of the osculating plane, be likewise on the tangent plane, the condition being |y, y\, y2, yr,\ùrù' = 0. A curve C along which this condition holds is called an asymptotic curve of S. We define Gjk = I y, yt, yt, y,-*| '= (l/2)tQRSTer'yQyRrys,yT,*, which transforms under G3 by G'',-* = | q\ ~xGjK, under G2, for which yj = yTd¡uT, yjk = yrd}irW+yr,djUTd)cu', by Gjk = | du/dü\ GT,díuTdkW and under Gt, for which , . y = e*y*< y¡ = e*(y*¡ + 4 ¡y*), y¿k = e*[y*jk + 4¡y*h + «*y*í + («,-* + «,-«*) y*], by G*jk = e~i*Gjk. The determinant of the G's may be seen to transform by |G'| =|g|-2|G|, \G\ =\du/dü\i\G\, \G*\ =e-8*|G|. At any point £ of 5 the differential form Gr,durdu' = 0 determines a pair of distinct asymptotic directions providing | G\ ?¿0, a condition invariant under G3, G2, and &.
Theorem. The condition \G\ ^Ois necessary and sufficient that S should not be a developable surface.
Proof. Lane (p. 38 ). Henceforth we shall consider only nondevelopable surfaces for which \G\ j^O.
Let gjk = (-¡Gi )~V2Gjk define g]k. A coordinate system in which the asymptotic net is chosen as the parametric lines will be called canonical. In such a system the differential equation of the net is 2Gi2duldu2 = 0. The canonical form of gjk, denoted by gjk, is thus fu = g22 = 0, fu = 1. Under G3, G2 and Gi the quantitiesgjk transform by g'jk=gjk, gjk = |du/dü\-lgTsdjUrdkW, g*jk = gjk, respectively, and we note that \g\ =\g\ = -1. Because of the analogy between the rôle of this tensor in the projective differential geometry of a surface and that of the metric tensor in metric differential geometry, g¡k will be called the first fundamental surface tensor.
2. The basic system of differential equations determined by a given surface. If y designates a point free to move over S, we seek a reference frame moving with y and having y, yi, y2 as three of its four vertices. For the fourth we select the point w=(l/2)gr*yr.
= (l/2)(-| G\ Yl2GT'yr" where g'* and G'k are defined by girgrj = GirGTj=8ij. It remains to verify that | y, yi, y2, w\ 0; | y, yi, y2,w\ = (l/2)(-| G \ y2G-1 y, yu y2, y" \ = (l/2)(-| G \ )»'*G"Gr.
= (-IgI)1'2^ 0.
It is now possible to express any point as a suitable linear combination of the vertices of the moving tetrahedron.
In particular, the point y,* may be expressed in the form y,k = Cjky+brjkyr+dJkW, where the 12 coefficients, symmetric in their lower indices, are to be determined in sets of 4 each as the unique solutions of three ijk = \\, 12, 22) systems of linear equations with the common determinant \y, yi, y2, w\ t^O. Thus Under G3 these transform by c'jk = cjk, bnjk = bijk and d',k = djk-Their behavior under G2 and Gi will be examined later. The four identities g"cr, = 0, gT'b\, = 0, \g\ = -1 may be seen by inspection to hold among the 12 coefficients, leaving 8 of these as essential.
We proceed now to the elimination of the rather artificial term w from the system yjk = cjky+brjky,+gjkw to arrive at a system of two linear homogeneous equations in one dependent variable y of the form AT'ayr,+Arayr +i4"y = 0, ce = l, 2, which Wilczynski took as basic for his theory. We emphasize the scalar character of the lower indices of the .4's under G\, G2, G» by employing Greek letters. To this end we first seek a matrix ||a*a|| of functions which will satisfy the quadratic relations gr>aTaa'$=\a\dap, where ¿11 = ¿22 = 0, ¿12=1. Consider the equation gnX1x1 + 2gi2X1x2+g22X2x2 = 0 which will be quadratic if gn^O. If both gn and g22 vanish identically, then gjk is in canonical form already so that the matrix ||aa|| may be taken as the unit matrix. Assume that g229£0. On applying the coordinate transformation ü1 = u2, ü2= -u1, the tensor transformation gjk = \ du/dû\ ~lgT,d{u,TdkW yields fn = £22 5^0 so that one may always find a coordinate system for which gns^O. In such a system solve the quadratic equation for the roots x1i/x\ = -(gi2 + l)/gn, x\/x\=(-gvi+\)lg\\. Choose a1! = -t(\ + gi2), a2i = tgw, ax2 = s(\ -gu), ah = sgn, so that \a\ = -2stgu. These values of a'" determined to within two factors of proportionality then satisfy the desired relations gr,araa'ß= \a\daß, |a|g'* = d'"ai"ak" = ahak2+ai2aki, the summations on the scalar indices p and a extending through their range 1, 2. Contraction with these a's gives the three equations a'aakß(y¡k -cjky-brjkyr -gjkiv) =0, one of which, for a = 1 and ß = 2, is merely the identity we note that the determinants I and 7' of the coefficients of the y¡k vanish. Furthermore, if J is defined as the apolarity invariant of a pair of binary quadratic forms, <b = ax2 + 2bxy + cy2, <p' = a'x2 + 2b'xy + c'y2, J = ac' -2bb' + a'c, then for the system under consideration, K = J2 -4-II'= \a\ 4?^0. Thus it has been shown that given the equations. y'A=pAQyQ(u) of a class of projectively equivalent nondevelopable surfaces, there is determined a system of two linear homogeneous differential equations with nonvanishing K whose solutions are the [March class of functions y'A. These equations contain 12 coefficients determined to within two factors of proportionality and, satisfying two quadratic dependencies so that their essential number is 8 which agrees with our previous knowledge of the system in its "w" form.
The next few sections will be devoted to a demonstration of the converse statement that a given pair of differential equations of the form /4r*ayr,+.4rayr +-4ay = 0 with nonvanishing K and satisfying conditions for complete integrability serve to define an integrating nondevelopable curved surface to within a projective transformation. This will be accomplished by an investigation of the transformation character of such a system which will lead in turn to a canonical form from which the desired conclusion may be drawn.
3. Normalization of the basic system. Let there be given a pair of completely integrable linear homogeneous partial differential equations of the second order, Fa=^4r*ayr,-fj4rayr-|-4oy = 0. Any solution y(u) of the system Ya = 0 will likewise be a solution of the system F'a=X''a(M)Fp = 0, |X| j^O, and conversely. We follow Wilczynski [l, p. 176] with tensor methods in selecting the multipliers X so as to simplify the system. The covariant relative tensor ejk defined by e'TekT=8'k is now introduced. If we define Daß by Daß = (l/2)er.etuAr,aA"'ß, then
Since A'iia='k''aAi'l" the quantities Daß transform by D'aß = Dp7k''a\''ß, \D'\ = |X| 2| D\. We confine our discussion henceforth to a system for which |£»| = -Kt^O. This condition will be interpreted geometrically in §9. Let daß=(-\D\)-1i2Daß, then d'"fl=|X|-Id;.X'«X»* |¿'|=|d|. By the same normalization process as was used in the preceding section it is possible to determine the matrix ||Xaß|| to within two factors of proportionality so that the components d"ß will be of the form daa = 0, di2 = 1. Assume that this has been done. We shall say that the system is now in normal form, and for all subsequent discussions we retain this form, characterized by Daa= \A>ka\ =Q, a = l, 2. But this normalization implies that A'ka is of the form A'ka=a'aaha from whence Di2 = (\/2)tr,etv.aTiat\a'2a,'2=\a\2, £) = -|a| 4?^0, ¿n = í¿22 = 0, di2=l. Define g'k by g'*= \a\-1d"a'fak" then gjk= \a\dpjtl'ja°k where aVT/j = 8"ß and \g\ =\d\ ■» -1. We introduce double subscripts according to the scheme Yaa = Ya, A '"" = A *'«, A aa = A a and a quantity w = (l/2)gr*yr«. Annex now to the normalized system of equations Yaa = ar"a'"yr, -ATaayr -Aaay -\ a \ daaw = 0 a third equation 4. Transformation of the dependent variable. To prepare the basic system in its uw" form for the formal operations of tensor calculus, write ||y, yi, y2, w|| as ||yo, yi, y2, y»||. Then 53y0 = yj and djyk = cikyo+brjkyr+gjkyx,.
To complete the formulas for the derivatives of the vertices of the relative reference tetrahedron it is necessary to compute o¿w, which may be done by forming dkd{y¡ = brij(crkyo + b\ky, + gTkw) + djbi'j/y,, + Ci¡brkyT + dkCayo + g,jdkw + wdkgijt permuting i and k and subtracting to eliminate the second derivatives,
+ (dkbra -dibrkj + b*nb\k -b>kjbr,i + Ci¡oTk -ckio\)yr
then contraction with g'k yields a solution for diW, gT,crieyo + (breiig" + c\)yr + (briT + g¡)w -d>w = 0.
Let two matrices || T^íbH, i -i, 2, be defined by
so that the differential equations may be written d<yA = ro.-^yo, i4 = 0, 1,2, co.
A transformation of the dependent variable is easily applied to the system From these, the transformation law of the coefficients is seen to be (4.6) T*BiA = Ara(TQjr\bq -dj\BR) -8ba4j.
Expansion gives C*jk = Cjk + brik4r + (l/2)gi*g"(«r«4 + «r.) ~ («;«* + «;*) (4.7) **',-* = *',-* -i8'j4k + S'ktpi) + gjkH, g*ik -gjkSince g*"c*r,=gT'cr, and g*T'b*ir.=g"bir" the four identities gr*cr, = 0, gT,b\, = 0, | g | = -1 persist. 5. The semi-canonical form of the basic system. The integrability conditions of the system djyA = TQjAyQ are found by forming dßkyA = TQkATRjQyR -\-djTRkAyR and insisting on commutability of the order of differentiation of yA for all yA; TBAJk = dkTB]A-d1TBkA+TBkQT<ijA-TBiQT(¡kA=0. Their tensor character under y^>y* may be seen by writing (4.6) in the form djKBA = TQjA\BQ -T*bjq\Qa-\ba4j, differentiating and eliminating d¡kkBA to obtain TQAik\BQ = T*BQJkk<1A. Henceforth we consider only completely in-tegrable systems characterized by TBAjk = 0. These conditions will be examined in detail in §16. For the present it suffices to observe that contraction gives YQQjk = dkTQjQ -djTQQk = 0 so that Tqjq = 2bTjT+gj are components of a gradient. Contraction of (4.6) gives T*qjq = Yqj<1 -4</>ywhen it is noted that |X| =1 and hence ABg9yXQj¡ = 0. Since Tqjq are components of a gradient, there exists a function, call it log T, for which d¡ log T = Tqjq. To simplify the coefficients of the equations choose To see how the semi-canonical form is affected by a change of dependent variable, y = e*y*, substitute (4.3) into the expressions (5.3) for Y a, remembering that (l/4)r«iQ = (l/4)r*«y<3+0y, log ri/4 = log r*1/4+0-log k, where k is a constant of integration, to obtain Yo = ¿r*-"y0 = kY*0, Y i = ¿r*-1'"^*,-(l/4)r*oÍQy*0) = kY*¡, Y,x = *F*.. The system djYB = TLQjBYQ then transforms into diY*B = IlQjBY*Q so that TiAjB = Il*A,B. But for nAiB = TLAjB(cjk, &*i», gjk, and derivatives) we have by definition TL*AiB = TiAjB(c*jk, b*{jk, g*jk and derivatives) and now it has been proved that these two sets of functions, the same in form, are moreover equal in value. This leads to the idea of a seminvariant which will be discussed in the next section. Proof. Let S(T) be any absolute seminvariant of the system dt-yA = rQ,Ayg. Then when the system is transformed into ô,y*A = T*QiAy*Q under y = e*y*, by the definition of an absolute seminvariant we must have .S(r)=.S(r*) for arbitrary choice of «. In particular the law S(T) = S(T*) must hold for the special choice of « leading to the semi-canonical form, for which the coefficients T*BiA become TiBiA, so that S(T) = 5(11) which establishes the theorem.
As an application of this replacement theorem, substitute the semi-canonical coefficients II into the expressions (6.1) for the seminvariants Cjk and B*jk to obtain Cjk = Cjk and Bi¡k = B'jk in virtue of the relations Tíqjq = 0 which characterize the semi-canonical system. Because of the identities gT"Cr, = 0, gr'Bir, = 0, \g\ = -1, there are but 8 independent quantities among the set Cjk, B'jk and gjk.
Second replacement theorem.
Any absolute semicovariant C(T, y) is expressible in terms of the seminvariants Cjk, B'jk, g¡k, their derivatives, and the semicovariants Yj/Y0and Yx/Y0. In fact, C must be homogeneous of degree 0 in YA and C(T, yj/yo, yJy0) = C(U, Yj/Y0, YJY0).
Proof. Since 3¿y¿ is expressible linearly in terms of yA, derivatives of yA need not occur in any semicovariant.
To show that any absolute semicovariant C(r, y a), transforming by C(r, yA) = C(r*, y*A), must be homogeneous of degree 0 in y a, apply the transformation y = e*y*, k a constant. Then yA = eky*A, T*AiB = TAjB and the transformation law of C becomes C(r, yA) = C(r, e~*yx) which is the criterion for homogeneity of degree 0. Now let C(T, y,/yo, y»/yo) be any absolute semicovariant transforming under y = e*y* for all « by the law C(r, y{/yo, yjyo) = C(r*, yVy*o, y*«./y*o). Then for the special choice of « leading to the semi-canonical form, C(r, y,/yo, y*>/yo) = C(n, F,/Fo, YJYo).
As an application of this replacement theorem, substitute the semi-canonical coefficients and variables into the expressions (6.2) for the semicovariants Yj/ Yo and F«,/ F0 to obtain Y¡/ F0 = Y,-/ F0, F«,/ F0 = F«,/ F0 as a consequence of n«jQ=o.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Any function of the coefficients whose form and value are unaltered by transformations of both the dependent and independent variables will be called an absolute invariant. Since any absolute invariant must necessarily be a seminvariant, the set of all absolute invariants will constitute a subset of the totality of seminvariants. They will be found by selecting those seminvariants which are unaltered by a transformation of the independent variables. This we proceed to do. On applying this to the system in the form (3.1),
These laws and their covariant equivalents will be used so repeatedly that we display them here:
The quantity w transforms by w = (l/2)g"yrs = (l/2)g"cVswfyi + (1/2) | dü/du \ g"yr,
= (l/2)gr,drsùtyt + | du/du\ w.
We now introduce a matrix Ho-^bJI defined by
To. "i. "«>. On expanding,
we find grscr.= \du/dû\gracrs, gT'h'Ta = \du/dü\gT'b'rßtüi, \g\ = \g\, so that the four identities gr,cr, = 0, gr8è'r, = 0, \g\ = -1 hold in all coordinate systems.
8. Wilczynski's canonical form of the basic system. Thus far we have arrived at a semi-canonical form of the partial differential equations characterized by TIqíq = 0 and obtained by applying a specially adapted transformation of the dependent variable. Now we investigate the possibility of making a suitable choice of the independent variables which will still further simplify the system. Namely, is it possible to find a transformation ul=U(u1, u2), ü2= V(ul, u2), \dü/du\ ?¿0, to coordinates w* for which g'k will have the components f11=g22=0, g12 the ratios Ui/U2 and Vi/V2 must be roots of the quadratic g22x2 -2gi2x+gn = 0. If both gn and g22 vanish, the system is already in the.desired form. Otherwise, as previously remarked in §2, there is readily found a coordinate system in which g22¿¿0. Assume that u' is such a coordinate system, then U and V must be chosen to satisfy
and since the determinant A = 2g22 of this system does not vanish, the solutions U and V will have a nonvanishing Jacobian and hence will constitute a proper transformation to coordinates ü' for which gu = g22 = 0. It remains to verify that g12 = 1 ;
= 2U2V2/g22 = | dü/du |, and therefore g12 = 1. Henceforth the canonical components of a quantity will be indicated by placing a tilda over the symbol, thus fn = f22 = 0, gi2=l-Having chosen the independent variables to yield this simple form for gik, transform the dependent variable to produce the semi-canonical form. Since g'k = g*'k, our present normalization of g'k will not be disturbed. But the identities g"Cr. = 0, g™B\, = 0, II«y0 = 2BTjr+gj = 0 simplify to Cn = 0, B\2 = 0, Brjr = 0, recalling that gy = gr'o\.gsy=0. Finally then Ci2 = 3^ = B1n = B222 = 0 so that the system reduces to (8. l) yn = Cuy + BhJs, >i2 = C\2y + B\éi. which Kt¿0 admits precisely four linearly independent particular solutions yA(u) and that the most general solution system y'A is of the form y'A =pAQyQ with constant p's. Regarding the particular solutions yA as homogeneous coordinates of a point on an integrating surface 5, the generality in the choice of the solution system y'A determines 5 to within a projective transformation. The differential equations of the asymptotic net, | y, yi, y2, yrs \ durdu" = 0, become in Wilczynski's canonical form | y, yi, yi, yix\düldü2 = 0. If we define Gjk by Gyib=|y, yi, y2, yjk\ and hjk by hjk= (-\ G\ )_1/2Gyt, then in canonical coordinates ~hjk -gjk and hence hjk = gjk, from whence |â| = -1 and therefore | y, f\, 3*2, yu| 5^0. It follows then that the canonical parametric net is the asymptotic net. Furthermore, contraction of | yo, yi, yi, yy*| = \du/dü\ I y0, yi, y2, yrs\ djUrdkW with g'k gives | y0, yi, y%, yx\ =\du/dü\2 ■ I yo, yi, y2, y«| and under y = 6^*, | y0, yi, y2, y«\ =ei*\y0*, yf, y2*, y"*|. Because I yo, yi, >*2, y»| = I yo, yi, 3*2, yi«! ^0, it follows that in all coordinates \yo, yu yi, y»| ^0.
10. The most general transformation preserving the semi-canonical form.
In §7 it was shown that a transformation «*->«* of the independent variables induces a transformation yB-*yB for which yB=oQByQ. Let this be done and follow with a transformation y->y* of the dependent variable as explained in §4 for which yQ = e*X-4gy*.4. The combined transformation yB = e^a®bKac¡y*a with the coefficients e*p.AB = e*a(iB^AQ is the most general transformation of the representation preserving the form of the basic system. Since the matrices ||X|| and ||oj| are commutable, we may also write hab = <taqKqb and inspection of (4.4) and ( 
Analogously to (4.6) and (7.4) the transformation law of the coefficients is
Contraction gives
when we recall that dj\p\ = (d\p\ /dp.QR)d¡p,QR= \p.\ MRctdjyiQR. Since ultimately we shall seek invariants of the system which in turn must necessarily be functions of the seminvariants TLAjB, we shall be concerned with the transformation law of these quantities.
It will be found by asking for the most general transformation preserving the semi-canonical form, as characterized by the conditions Tqjq = 0 before and after the transformation. Equations (10.4) together with the relation \p.\ = \du/du\2 show that « must be taken as a solution of the equation (10.5) dj4 = (1/2)3,-log | bu/'dû I or 2 I âu/dù \ b¡4 = b¡| bu/bü \.
This simply means that starting with the system in semi-canonical form, a transformation of the independent variables destroys this form and that to regain it a transformation y = e*y*, « satisfying (10.5), must be applied to the dependent variable. Hence, finally, the seminvariants II^b transform by Theorem.
The vanishing of the tensor Tl¡k implies that the integrating surface is a ruled quadric.
Proof. The conditions 7*,-* = 0 reduce in canonical coordinates to B2n = 23*22 = 0. The canonical system (8.1) reduces to the pair of differential equations yii = Cny, y22 = CWy. If 4>(ul) and yp(ul) are two particular solutions of the first of these equations, any set of four particular solutions will be of the form yA(ul) =aA<p + bAH where aA and bA are arbitrary sets of constants. yA(ul) thus defines the line joining the two points aA and bA and the parametric curves u2 = constant consist of straight lines. Similarly the curves ux = constant are straight lines, but the only surface with two sets of straight line rulings is a quadric.
The tensor T{¡k and its relative invariant of weight one, In any case, the integrating surface is then ruled. Since Wilczynski has developed the ruled surface theory by an entirely different method, we shall henceforth restrict our discussion to non-ruled surfaces for which 6^0. 
2) "k'ii/ÜrU* = \ir£iuTdku> + djkU\ of metric differential geometry. Moreover, the components X'y*.being built from seminvariants are unaffected by a transformation of the dependent variable and hence (12.1) is also their law of transformation under the most general transformation of the representation preserving the semi-canonical form as explained in §10.
Consider now any relative simple mixed tensor, Tr,óVw'= \du/dü\wTird¡uT (of weight w). On differentiating with respect to uk and applying (12.3) ô = | du/dü I 8 (w = 1) ; d¡ log 6 -dr log 03 y W = d¡ log \.du/dü \ we obtain Tr¡,kdrU'= \du/dü\ wTir,iàiurdkW (of weight w), where (12.4) 7',-., = dkTU + T'^Kk -T\\*jk -vT*,** log 0 (TU of weight w).
The generalization of this formula to tensors of any rank is obvious. When applied to the relative invariant 8 of weight 1, this gives d,k=dkB -6dk log 0 = 0.
Similarly, remembering that the covariant derivative of the absolute tensor Ogji; with respect to its own Christoffel symbols must necessarily vanish, (0gik).i = 0gjk,i = O, we see that likewise gjk,i = 0. It may be verified that the relative tensor t'h of weight 1 also has this property, €''',¡ = 0. Summarizing, it may be said that 8, g¡k and e'k behave as constants under covariant differentiation.
Perhaps an indication here of the reason behind the choice of Bgjk as the basis for covariant differentiation may be appropriate. It should be recalled from the transformation law (7.1) of gy* that this tensor is of weight -1. Hence the transformation law of its Christoffel symbols as given at the beginning of §11 is complicated and unsuited for covariant differentiation. An affine connection with the desired transformation law (12.2) essential for covariant differentiation can be constructed from Christoffel symbols only when the basic tensor is of weight 0. But such a tensor may be formed from gjk of weight -I by multiplication with a relative scalar of weight 1. Since 0 is such a scalar, and the unique one of lowest differential order as will be shown in §17, it becomes the simplest choice for the required multiplier.
It may be noticed that the covariant differentiation introduced in this section is formally precisely that used in the Riemannian geometry of a twodimensional surface where the affine connection consists of Christoffel symbols formed from a covariant tensor of weight 0. In particular, no use has been made of the type of covariant differentiation of projective vectors introduced by O. Veblen [4, p. 19 ], for Veblen's method assigns to an Sn but one more formal dimension to allow for gauge transformations analogous to our factor of homogeneity y = e4'y*. We, on the other hand, are concerned with the geometry of a subspace S2 immersed in S3, so that with indices for S3 covering the homogeneous range 0, 1, 2, » our formalism assigns not one but rather two extra indices to the geometric objects of the two-dimensional space to be studied. It will appear in §25 that under u'->u' two of these indices, 0 and », are invariant in character while the remaining pair, 1 and 2, are tensor in character. Another essential difference beyond that of formal dimensionality between our method and Veblen's is that in our development the gauge transformation y -e*y* has been completely removed from the picture by constructing the invariant framework from quantities unaltered by these transformations whereas Veblen's theory is designed to retain the gauge transformations.
13. The intrinsic relative reference frame and the projective normal. It was seen in §10 that the relative semicovariants YA transform under the most general change of representation preserving the semi-canonical form by Ya=6*hqbYq with ||m^b|| given by (10.1) wherein « is replaced by « = log \du/du\112. Defining a relative covariant as a function C(n, F) of seminvariants and semicovariants and their derivatives which transforms under Ya-+Ya by the law C(II, F) = \du/dü\ wC(ñ, Y), and similarly a relative vector covariant as an entity with components Vj(Tl, F) transforming by F,-(n, F) = |3w/3w| wVr(Tl, Y)djüT, we seek in this section a pair of covariants and a vector covariant which will be analogous to the semicovariants F0, Yx and F,-respectively.
First, Fo= |3w/3w| 1/2F0 shows that F0 is a relative covariant of weight 1/2. Second, the elimination of 3,« from F,= |3m/3m| 1/2(d,-«Fo+Fró>,-Ar) by means of 3,-« = (1/2)3, log 05,-«'-(1/2)3, log 0 resulting from (12.3) yields Yj + (1/2)3,-log 0F" = | bu/bu I^CFr + (1/2)3, log 0)3¿T.
The derivation of the last covariant from Fw= |3m/3m| 1/2[(l/2)gr'(«,«, +«r.)Fo+gr*((l/2)3r,Mi+«r3,MOFt+|3tt/3M|-1F00] is more detailed. We need the transformation law of as given by (11.1), gr,dr,ü' = gTdTü'-|3w/3«| g*. Then
' log e)bTü'dt log öFo
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (í/2)g"HH = (l/8)(óV log 03' log 0 -I 3«/3m | 3r log 03' log 0) + (1/4) ( | dû/du I 3r log 03' log 0-3' log 03r log 0), (l/2)g"H. = (1/4) [ | dû/du | g"3" log 0 -g"3rs log 0 + 3, log 0(g«3,w' -| dû/du I g')].
On substituting these into the expression for FM and rearranging we find (l/4)g"(3r, log 0 -(1/2)3, log 03. log 0)Fo
Defining ZA by Z" = 8l'2Y0, Zj = 01'2((l/2)3y log 0F" + 5',Fr), (13.1) Z. = 0"2[(l/4)g"(3r, log 0 + (1/2)3, log 03, log 0 -g,3, log 0)FO
we have ZB^ew^0^NABYA, YB = e-w>Xa*«vABZA, NAQpQB=ôAB, where
The quantities Za transform by (13.4) Zo = Z0, Zj = Z,djUT, Z«, = | du/dû I Z«, (w = 1).
The combined effect of the successive transformations on yA is the single composite operation yA-*ZA as given by = O-mtuWbvBqZb from whence |y,i| =0~2r|Z^|, so that |Z¿| 5^0 is a consequence of |y¿| j^O. Under (13.4), ZA=\du/dü\2\ZA\, and consequently \ZA\ 5^0 is an intrinsic property of the surface. Henceforth the vertices of the relative reference frame will be chosen as the points ZA and since Z0 = Bll2T~lliy this vertex is the point y itself while Zj=ei'2T~1ii[((1/2)3,-log 0-(l/4)r«,-Q)y+y,-], being a linear combination of y and y¡, is, for given j, necessarily a point on the tangent to the parametric u> curve. The three points Zo and Z,-determine the tangent plane at y. Since |ZA| 5¿0, the fourth vertex Z" is not incident with the tangent plane. Furthermore, the geometric invariance of the points Z0 and Zx assures the invariance of the line £o« joining them. Because this edge, £o», of the relative reference tetrahedron is intrinsically determined by the surface, it will be called the projective normal to the surface at the point y. For a geometric characterization of the projective normal see Lane (p. 93). Now there are many lines through the point Z0 of S and not in the tangent plane which have geometric significance and any one of these would be acceptable geometrically as an edge of the reference tetrahedron.
The reader may then wonder why the formal tensor methods of this section have yielded that particular intrinsic line which has been commonly called the projective normal. Indeed, its identity as the projective normal does not become obvious until the canonical form of the underlying differential equations is displayed in §15. And yet not entirely accidental has been its derivation by the analytic approach of choosing linear combinations of the YA which would yield a reference frame with vertices transforming as geometric objects under u'-->«', for such a procedure will lead to some kind of a normal form for the differential equations and it is well known that the projective normal is an edge of the reference tetrahedron when the system has been put into Fubini's canonical form. The identification in §15 of our canonical form resulting from the processes of tensor analysis with Fubini's canonical form at the same time identifies our intrinsic line £o«, with the projective normal.
14. Covariant form of the differential equations; the third fundamental surface tensor. Under the transformation FB = e(_1/2)logl'¡>cüZ0 of the previous section, the differential equations djYA = TtQjA Yq for the seminvariants YA are transformed into with an irregularity in the analogy between Exix and F00,«, which will be explained presently and where 7/« and ßkij are defined analogously to (4.1):
The derivation of T00.^ just preceding equations (4. The system djZA=EQjAZQ will be said to be in covariant form. 15. Fubini's canonical form. Let the basic system be expressed in the covariant form of the preceding section and apply now a transformation of the independent variables to normalize the tensor g,*. Since there will no longer be any occasion for referring to Wilczynski's canonical form as developed in §8, we shall henceforth employ the symbol ~ to designate the canonical system of this section. Thus the basic system is now bnZo = 7uZo + XS^iZo + £ni32Zo, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use all other components vanishing, and that the definitions (12.1) of X'y* become \ijk = (l/2)(oijdk log S + o'tßi log 9-gjkd* log 0") from whence Â',, = a,-log 0, 0 = 27in7222, all other components vanishing. Here as elsewhere when evaluating in canonical coordinates, it becomes necessary to suspend the convention of summing on repeated indices. Also j^k will be understood in all canonical formulas of this section involving these two indices and the range of j and k will be the set 1,2.
The form (15.1) is now recognized to be Fubini's canonical form which Lane (p. 69) has written in essentially the notation 
btZi = ynZ0 + 3i log 0Zj + TinZ2,
b2Z2 = y22Z0 + f2222i + 32 log 0"Z2,
b,2x = Ë\xZo + Ëh«2i + £2iooZ2 + Ô! log 92x, where the values of ËAjx are as listed in the preceding section. The integrability conditions of (1) and (2) are satisfied identically by (4) and (5), those of (3) and (4) by (7) and those of (5) and (6) by (8). Finally from b2(biZj = (y22È2lx + Ë\xb, log 9 + 32£°lM)Z" + (T222Ë2lx + Ë12xb1 log 9 + 32£1loo)Z1' + (Ê\x + Ë2lxd2 log 9 + Ë\xbi log 0 + b2Ë\x)22 + (Ë\x + 3, log 9b2 log 0 + 312 log 9)2», bi(b22x) = Oyii-Ë^oo + £°i»32 log 9 + b,Ë\x)20 + (£°2" + Ë\xd, log 9 + £>la032 log 0 + 31£12oe)Z1
+ (txnË\m + Ë\xd2 log 0 + 3,£22JZ2 + (Ë22x + 3j log 032 log 0 + 312 log 9)2X the integrability conditions of (7) and (8) These three equations comprise the nonvanishing integrability conditions of the system in canonical form. We proceed next to their tensor formulation.
On forming the covariant derivatives, as defined in the case of a mixed tensor by (12.4), of the vertices ZA, the equations djZA==EQjAZQ become (16. 2) Zo.y = Zj\ Zj,k = 7,'jtZo + TrjtZt + gjkZx; Zx,k = E°kxZ0 + E'kxZT.
When so written, the equations will be said to be in tensor form. To arrive at the integrability conditions of the system we first develop a familiar set of identities existing between the second covariant derivatives of a relative vector Ti of weight w transforming by Ti-\ âu/dû\ "TrdiW. and ask first for the number of absolute invariants which are functions of the coefficients gjk and £<,-*. This number will be found by applying Lie's theory of continuous groups. Namely, under the infinitesimal transformation ü' = uiJr-tí, '(u) and its inverse u' = ü' -e¡;'(ü), the transformation laws gjk= |3w/öM|grs3,-tt''3(;Ms and Ti¡k= |3ä/3m| Tri,tdiUrbju''dkut reduce to 8gjk = t(gjkors -gskô"j -gjsàrk)br^, oTijk = t(Tijk8ra -Ttjk8Ti -Ti,korj -Tijaork)brt'.
Any absolute invariant 7(g, T) must satisfy 57 = 0 for all 3,^*, the conditions being License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use X"ßI = \"ßjk(dl/agjk) + \%iik(dI/dTijk) = 0, where^" ßik = gjk8aß -gßkoaj -gjß5ak, *aßiik = Tuko-'ß -Tßjko"i -Tißkoaj -TifßB't.
From the general theory of such a system, these equations will be completely integrable if the commutator Xaß(X'<sI)-Xys(X"ßI) is a linear combination of XaßI. Computation yields Xaß(XyiI)-X''s(XaßI) = oVßXasI-oasXyßI and hence the system is completely integrable. Its arguments are the 3 quantities gij and the 4 quantities Ti¡k satisfying the 3 identities |f<,| = -1, g"7¿r, = 0.
Thus the system consists of 4 equations in 4 independent variables, gn, g22, 7in and 7222-Moreover, the 4 equations are independent as may be seen by expanding the matrix || -2gSyôay, T¡¡jb"ß -3Tßjjo"¡\ of coefficients of the derivatives of 7 with respect to the independent variables in canonical coordinates. For its determinant we find The general theory of linear homogeneous partial differential equations then states that a completely integrable system of q independent equations in N independent variables admits N -q independent solutions. In this case, therefore, there is no absolute invariant which is a function of only gy* and Ti¡k. We have already found one relative invariant, 6 = Tr,tTr,t, and this we now know is the only such relative invariant depending on these arguments.
We must next inquire into the number of absolute invariants which are functions of gy&, 7¿yj; and Tijkji, then into the number of those which aje functions of gy*, Tijk, Tijk,i and Tijk,i,m and so on. At each adjunction of a higher order covariant derivative it would become necessary to demonstrate anew the complete integrability of the system defining the invariants. Direct computation analogous to that at the beginning of this section would show that if 7»y.. .i be any covariant tensor, the system XaßI = Q defining its invariants obeys the commutator identities Xaß(XvsI) -Xys(X"ßI) = 5yßXasI
-o"sXyßI. We omit this computation since Lie [Über Differentialinvarianten, Math. Ann. vol. 24 (1884) p. 566] has shown that the system of partial differential equations defining the invariants of an infinite group of the type considered here is always completely integrable.
Enumeration of invariants of gy*, T,jk and its covariant derivatives.
Having found in the preceding section that there is but one relative invariant, namely B, which is a function of gy* and Tijk only, we proceed to the deter- needed later may be verified now. The number of absolute invariants containing gjk, T¡ki and £,-is now determined by subtracting the number of independent defining equations from the number of independent arguments, namely, 6 -4 = 2, and hence there must exist 3 relative invariants. But the invariant 0 must be counted among these, leaving but 2 relative invariants to be discovered. We postpone the determination of these until the next section and proceed now to extend the enumeration to the next higher order.
We annex now the set of 16 components Tjki,m,n which by (18.4) with 7y* written as TTT'jk are expressible in terms of the old arguments g¡k, Tjk¡, T¡ and the additional 4 new arguments T¡,k. Since the number of defining partial differential equations remains unaltered by the adjunction of more arguments, the increase in the number of absolute (and hence relative) invariants arising from any specific adjunction is equal to the number of independent arguments adjoined. Hence there are 4 additional relative invariants which contain Ti¡k,i,m. We are ready now for generalization.
Adjunction of the 2S+2 components 7<,*,*,,*" .. .,fc#adds the 2* independent arguments jT*,,*,... .,k¡. Defining an invariant to be of order s if it contains Ttjh,kt, ■ ■ ■ ,k, but does not contain T's of higher order, we conclude that the number of invariants of order s is 2", s= 1, 2, • • • .
19. Determination of the invariants. If Tkl.. .*" is a covariant tensor of rank 2r and weight w, complete contraction with combinations of g*' and e*> as defined in §1, both of weight 1, will yield an invariant of weight w+r. All the invariants of a curved surface may be formed in this simple way.
The one invariant of order 0 is Ro = 8 = 7r,(7"<; S = 27ni7222 (w = 1).
Two independent invariants of order 1 are R1± = (l/2)7r«(7'7'(glu ± .«»)r«; &+ = 7Ui (72) order s, the canonical form of sack such invariant of the set containing linearly one of the 2" distinct components of £*,,...,*,. It is possible, however, to select another equivalent system of basic invariants which admits extension very readily to any desired order. This will be done in the next section.
Any invariant of order not greater than 3 in the £'s is expressible in terms of the basic invariants of this section. As an illustration which will be useful later, let it be desired to express the "curvature" scalar X = g"Xr,,r (w=l) in terms of the basic invariants. From (15.5),
- (1/ is expressible in terms of G¡k, X'jki and successive covariant derivatives of X*,-*,. But since G,* is expressible in terms of g,-* and 0 and since X*,*! is expressible in terms of T',k, it is unnecessary to consider explicitly X*,-* and its derivatives or derivatives of gjk when seeking invariants of the system.
20. An alternative basic system of invariants. If 7 is any relative invariant of weight w and order s, then 7± = (l/2)Gr ± e")r,7,8; I+ = f,/,2, /-= f2/,i will be two additional invariants of weight w+1 and order s + 1. Hence on starting with the two invariants £i± of (19.1) of weight 2 and order 1, all the 2" invariants of order s may be formed by successive applications of this process. For example, write / = £i+, / = £"i(£2)3 (w = 2).
Since g'k and e'* both behave as constants under covariant differentiation, an invariant in its canonical form may be differentiated covariantly by the familiar product rule of ordinary differentiation.
Thus, on referring to (18.3),
is an invariant of order 2. A second application of this process gives one of the 8 basic invariants of order 3 and weight 4 of our new system,
Since 7i72= [2(2?i+)(2?i-)/Ö]1/3,w=í, comparison with the canonical forms of the invariants of the preceding section shows how K is expressed in terms of the invariants of the first basic system. Finally, the non-canonical K will be this same function of the non-canonical 2?'s since an equivalence of two invariants of the same weight holds in all coordinate systems.
Enumeration of the invariants containing yjk and its covariant deriva-
tives. Inspection of the definitions (14.4) of y¡k shows that these quantities contain second derivatives of B and therefore are of order 2 in the seminvariants Bljk. When asking for the invariants of order 2 containing yjk, we must add to the arguments gjk, Tjki, T¡, T¡,k the 3 components yjk satisfying the single identity g"7r« = 0. Since the number of independent differential equations yielding the invariants is unaffected by the addition of new arguments, the number of invariants of order 2 involving yjk is precisely 2.
Proceeding to the invariants of order 3 which contain y'jh.i, we must add to the arguments gjk, ■ • • , T¡,k,i\ y¡k the 6 quantities yjk.i satisfying the 2 identities g'*7r,.y = 0 and the 2 integrability conditions (16.4) which stipulate symmetry of 7'yjb in j and k. To write the conditions in a more explicit form, we note from (19.4) and (18.1) that the definitions (14.12) of E°jx and Eijx become E°jx = 7'/.r + 7r,7"y, 25*,. = (1/3)5^^ + TrT"¡ + (1/2)08*, + 7V
Substitution into (16.5) gives /'<,* = (l^SST',,,* + 7,7'V* + 7r,*7'iy + 7S'3.* + (7.7"y + y,)T\k + E0jxô%
where 7'*',-* results from I'jk on discarding terms which are known to be symmetric in j and k. The 2 integrability conditions obtained by stipulating symmetry of I"jk in j and k are equivalent to the 2 conditions of equality of the We define a tensor T,-* by
and use the 4 components Tjk satisfying the 2 integrability conditions r"£r*; = 0 as arguments equivalent to y¡k.u since y¡k.i is expressible in terms of Tjk and the £'s. There will thus be 2 invariants of order 3 which contain Tjk.
The invariants of order 4 will be found by annexing to the set gjk, • ■ ■ , Tj,k,i,m; y¡k, Tjk the 8 components r,-*,, satisfying the 4 differentiated integrability conditions (r,s£rs,-),fc = 0. But there is the additional integrability condition (16.4) which stipulates the symmetry of 7,t = £°,-a0,t -\-Erjxyrk. Now E"jx = (c,8+7,s)£r<',-and hence on discarding terms which are known to be symmetrical in j and k the new integrability conditions stipulate the symmetry in j and k of (21.1) /',-* = evjk + (2/3)2\,,/fi -2[(7V,, + TrT,)T"j],k + 4Tr87r8;,*, that is, 7 = er'7'" = 0. Since the addition of the 8 components r,¡t,¡ satisfying the 4 identities (TrsTT"j),k = 0 gives rise to 1 further identity 7 = 0, the total number of independent arguments £,, • • • , Tj,k,i,m; y¡k, Tjk is increased by 3 and hence there exists 3 invariants of order 4 containing Tjk,iWe are ready now for generalization. Asking for the number of invariants of order s, s>4, we must annex to the set gjk, ■ • ■ , T^,.. .,*,; 7,*, Tjk, • • • , Tk¡kt,kt,. ••.*,_, the 2'-1 components r*,*,.*,,. ..,&"_, satisfying the 2'~2 differentiated integrability conditions (r,1,î£ri'*jfc,)1ifc4,.. .,ü, = 0 and giving rise to the 2*~4 integrability relations 7,^,.. .,¡t,_4 = 0 among the T's of order s-1 and the 7"s of order s. Since the total set of independent arguments has been increased by 3-2"-4 we conclude that there exist 3-2*-4 invariants of order s, s à 4, containing the (s -2)th covariant derivatives ofyjk.
Determination of the invariants containing yjk and its derivatives. In
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use forming invariants of order 2, because of the identity gri7" = 0 (712 = 0) the components 7n and 722 will serve as independent arguments. Similarly for order 3 the identities rr,7ri; = 0 become fyy = 0 so that the components Ti2 and Pii are independent.
For order 4 the 4 identities (rr,7'8y),jb = 0 become fu,i = 0 and the identity 7 = 0 becomes f 12 -F21 = 7(7y, • • • , Tj,k,i,m). We choose as independent arguments rÍ2,i, fÍ2,2, and rii.i. For order 5, the 8 identities (rr,7's¿),¡,m = 0 become r,-,-,¡,m = 0 and 7,y = 0 becomes (fi2 -r2i),y = 7y(7(5)), where 7y(7(S)) denote functions of the 7's of order 5. We choose as independent arguments the 4 components fÍ2,»,¡ and the 2 components 1*11,1,<• Proceeding in this way the independent arguments of order 6 would be taken as the 8 components ti2,i,i.m and the 4 components ?ha,í,i and similarly for the successive orders.
The 2 invariants of order 2 containing yjk may be taken as S't± = (l/2)7"-7cr.r.iiU(g»« ± t"), S't = (l/2)7""71.rrs.i,"(g"' -«•«),
2w /AÎ5 way we might continue to form all the basic invariants to any desired order.
As an alternative basic system, we choose the invariants of order 4 and less as above, renaming the set (22.3) by the scheme 2 = 72f 12,i, J = 7^,2.2, K = fjfji.i (w = 2).
Then as in §20, the operations 2± = (l/2)(g"±€'s)7,2," I+=TJ,2, /_=72/.i build from any invariant 7 two derived invariants of one higher order and one greater weight. This process yields as the set of 6 basic invariants of order 5, i4 repetition of this process applied to the set of 6 invariants just derived would
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use generate the 12 invariants of order 6 and so on to any desired order. Regarding the invariants of §19 and those of the first part of this section as comparising a basic system, while looking upon those of §20 and the latter part of this section, all derived from a certain stage on by the £,-contraction process, as forming a second but equivalent basic system, it may perhaps be interesting to select one invariant from this second system and explicitly express it in terms of the invariants of the first. Take then for example
which is readily expressed in terms of invariants of the first basic system by referring to §19, (22.3) and (22.4). A second example is
In order to furnish a basis of comparison of the effectiveness of tensor analysis in the discovery of complete systems of invariants with non-tensor methods, we comment that Wilczynski [l, p. 197] went no farther than asking for a complete set of functionally independent invariants which in our notation would contain Tijk, gjk and their derivatives to the second order and yjk but not derivatives thereof. Now 0 is of order 0 in the £'s and g's, from (19.1) the two relative invariants £1± are of order 1, from (19.2) the four invariants R2± and R'2± are of order 2, and finally from (22.1) the two invariants S2± are of order 0 in y¡k and of order 1 in the £'s and g's. Thus there are 9 relative invariants or 8 absolute invariants of the stipulated orders. Wilczynski concluded his paper with a proof that there were only 8 such invariants and he exhibited a functionally independent set of these. He had a process for deriving new invariants of higher order from known ones, but he was not in a position to answer immediately the questions of their completeness and functional independence, at least not without labor increasing in complexity with each successive order. Careful reading will show, however, that Wilczynski was systematically employing the method of elimination of second derivatives of the coordinate transformations under infinitesimal transformations for the formation of covariant derivatives and hence he was essentially using a tensor analysis of infinitesimal transformations without the benefit of modern notation.
23. A basic system of covariants. Equations (13.1) show the quantities Zo, Z¡, Zx to be of orders 0, 1, 2 respectively in the seminvariants B'jk. Since the semi-covariants YA are linear forms in ZA, any covariant of the defining system of differential equations is expressible in terms of ZA and the coefficients of the system. Furthermore, it is unnecessary to consider derivatives of ZA for these are expressible in terms of the coefficients and ZA by the system itself. Asking first for all covariants of order 0, we must add to the arguments gjk, Tjki the one quantity Zo and hence there is just one covariant of order 0.
Asking next for the covariants of order 1 depending on Zy, we must augment the set gjk, Tjici, T¡; Zo by the 2 arguments Zy, giving rise to 2 covariants of order 1. Finally for the covariants of order 2 we must increase the set gjk, • • • , Tj,k; Zo, Zj by Zx and hence there is but 1 covariant of order 2. We choose as the basic system of 4 covariants, C0 = Z" (w = 0), C2 = Zx (w = 1), Ci± = (l/2)(g" ± t")TrZ" Cl+=T¿2, Ci_=f22i (w=l).
Any covariant of orders s is now expressible in terms of the 4 basic covariants of this section and basic invariants of orders from 1 to s. This completes the determination of all invariants and covariants of the fundamental system. 24. The principle of duality and the adjoined system. The tangent plane to the integrating surface S has the equation | Z, Z0, Zi, Z2I =0 and the four cofactors fo= |Z0, Z\, Z2| are the coordinates of the tangent plane. We seek the system of partial differential equations in the dependent variable fo whose solutions will be the four coordinates of the tangent plane to 5. The system (24.1) U.i = ti, ti.k = EjUo -T'ji&r + gjkÇx, Çx,k = -E'Uo + 7r*fr, will be called the system adjoined to (16.2), or more briefly, the adjoint. The adjoint relationship is reciprocal, for on forming the adjoint of the adjoint, [March we recover the original system (16.2). System (24.1) represents the same surface 5 in plane coordinates as (16.2) in point coordinates. But we may also regard fA0 to be point coordinates of a surface S' which is dual to 5. The principle of duality associates any plane fAo of 5 with the point fAo of S' and any property £ of the planes of S characterized by an invariant system 2' of equations in the coefficients of (24.1) has as its dual a property £' of the points of S' characterized by the same system 2'. If we now replace the point f Ao of S' by its tangent plane ZA0 and the coefficients of 2' by the corresponding coefficients of (16.2) we arrive at a property £ of the points of 5 which is characterized by a system of equations 2 in the coefficients of (16.2). This property £ of S will in general be different from the property £' of S', the necessary and sufficient condition that these two properties be the same being that the system 2 should be identical with the system 2', that is, 2 must remain invariant under the replacement of T'jk by -T'jk, yjk by Ejkx, Ejkx by yjk and E°kx by -E°kx. When these conditions hold the property £ is called self-dual. In particular, the dual of a surface S swept out by a two-parameter family of points ZAa is the envelope S' of the planes ZAa and 5 will be self-dual only when S' coincides with S, the conditions being that (24.1) and (16. 2) be identical,
But from §21, Ejkx=yik + (l/3)gjkT\r + TrTrjk+ (\/2)gikB, and hence T'jk =0
implies y¡k = Ejkx-Furthermore, the integrability conditions (16.4) yield yik,i-y'i.k+E°kx8'i-E°ix8'k = 0, and on contracting, -yrk,r =Er,kx, but at the same time, from the definitions (14.12), £°too=7rib,r. Hence E°kx = 0 is also a consequence of £',4 = 0 so that the necessary and sufficient conditions that S be self-dual are T'jk = 0. But in §11 it was shown that such a surface is necessarily a ruled quadric. This constitutes a proof that a ruled quadric is the only self-dual surface.
25. The relative coordinate system and the fixed point conditions. With the points ZA taken as vertices of the relative reference tetrahedron, any point X may be expressed as a linear combination of ZA, X=xAZA. Under the parameter transformation «*->«' the ZA transform by Zb=HqbZq with HAB defined by (14.9). If we stipulate invariance of X under u'-*ü', the relative coordinates xA of X must transform by xA=rjAQx<1; x° = x°, x' = xTdTxi, x°° = \du/dü\-1xa3.
The tensor €ABCd introduced in §1 transforms by êQRSTVQAriRBVscVTD = I du/dü | ~2eABCD reducing to eQrsxd jürdkü8 = |3«/3«| _1éo,-í«, or simply ir,dfirdkü" = \du/dü\~1€¡k. By means of this tensor the covariant components uAB of the line joining xA and yA are given by wAB = tABQRXQyR and its contravariant components bywAB = (1/2)6abqrwqr.This latter relationship is reciprocal, uAB = (l/2)eABQR<¿QR, and is the analytic characterization of the self-duality of a line in three dimensions. Expansion gives CO0i = t"<X>rx, C00co = (l/2)ír'ü)," W" = lV> "ioe = «"«rO, and their duals as obtained by raising and lowering all indices. Of course the line determined by the planes Ua and Va has the contravariant components uAB = €abqrUqVr. The plane determined by the three non-collinear points xA, yA, zA has the components aA = tAQRsXQyRzs as evidenced by the fact that any point wA = \xA +uyA + vzA of this plane must necessarily satisfy ao.wQ = 0 in virtue of the skew-symmetry of eABcD-Expansion gives ao = ers(xry!>zx+yrz"xx+zrx3yx) (w= -2), (25.1) ai = eir[xr(y0zx-yxz0) + yr(zoxx-zxx°)+zr(xoyx-xxy0)] (w= -2), ax= -er,(y'2sx0+z'xsy0+#'ys2°) (w= -1).
The polar plane of the point yA as to the quadric Gqrxqxr -0 is uA = GAoyQ and dually the pole of the plane uA is the point yA = GAQUo-The polar line of the line joining yA and zA is the line wAB = eABQRGQsysGRTZT, formed by the polar planes of yA and zA. These same components wAB may also be formed by the scheme of raising indices of the covariant components of the line 7"2 by means of the quadric tensor, uAB= \ G\ tQRsryszTGQAGRB. The equivalence of these two expressions for wAB may be recognized by referring the quadric to a self-polar reference tetrahedron so that it will be of the form Gqq(xq)2 = 0.
By the first formula, oeii = ei>(G0oGxx)(y0zx-z°yx) and by the second, 0)^'= (GooGiiG22Goclo<!)e,y(y0zM-z0y°D)/GnG22, and similarly for the other components. The point X = xA(u)ZA will in general move about in the enveloping space 53 as the vertex Zo(w) of the relative reference tetrahedron moves over the surface 5. We seek the conditions on the relative coordinates xA(u) of the point X that it be fixed in S3. These will be found by stipulating the existence of some scalar «-*(«> such that e~'t'(u)xA(u)ZA(B) =k(B), where the k's are constants since they are the absolute coordinates of the stationary X in S3. Differentiation and substitution by (14.1), namely d¡ZA =EqjAZq, gives djXA + xQEAiQ = d¡4>xA or 3,x° = 3,0x° -x'7,y -xxE°jx, djX{ + X'X'Vy = dj^x' -xWj -Xr7!'y, -XxEijx, djXx + Xxdj log 0 = dj<bXx -X"g,i, the left sides of the expansions being the covariant derivatives of x°, x\ x°°o f weights 0, 0, -1 respectively as per (12.4). The proportionality factor <j> may be eliminated by considering nonhomogeneous coordinates X'=xVx0
Xx=xx/x° of weights 0,-1 respectively: diX* + Z'XVy = X'X'yjr + XiXxE»¡x -XT*" -XxEijx -5',, of the surface S at a point Z in the neighborhood of Z0 it will suffice to compute nonsymmetrical coefficients whose complete contraction with the differentials du' will produce the desired summations.
We shall write .4=0 (mod du) to mean that the k index quantity A when completely contracted with the differentials du' forms a vanishing sum. When referred to the relative reference frame the coefficients of an algebraic q-ic surface will be the (ç+i)(ç + 2)(ç + 3)/6 components of a symmetric covariant tensor GAl.. .Aq. Those g-ic surfaces which have contact of the kt\\ order with 5 at Z0 will be found by insisting that when the power series expansions of the coordinates xA of a point in the neighborhood of Z0 on 5 are substituted into the form Gai ■ ■ -AqxAl • • ■ xA" the terms of degree less than or equal to k shall vanish identically in the increments du1. This imposes (& + l)(£ + 2)/2 conditions so that there is a 3-parameter family of second order contact quadrics, a 9-parameter family of third order contact cubic surfaces and of these latter a 4-parameter subfamily having fourth order contact. These families will now be found. The quadric Goo+GoJXi+GjkX'Xk + G0xXx + GjxX>X''+GxxXxXx = 0 will have second order contact if substitution of the expansion (26.3) produces terms which vanish identically in the two.variables X1' when of less than third degree. The conditions are Goo = Go; = 0, (l/2)Gooog;*+G;* = 0, so that the threeparameter family of second order contact quadrics is (27.1) GUX" -ii/2)gikX'Xk) + GixX'X* + GXXX"X~ = 0.
Similarly, the third order contact cubic surfaces are found by insisting that substitution of (26.3) into G""o + 3G«o,X'' + .IGoo-X« + 3GojkX'Xk + 6G0jxX'X" + 3G0meX"X" as given by Lane (p. 86) . When the pair of directions defined by a net A jkdu'duk = 0 separates the asymptotic tangents with the directions gjkdu'duk = 0 harmonically, the net is called conjugate, the condition being the vanishing of the apolarity invariant, -t'kelmgjtAkm= gT,A" = 0. For the nets of Ti and T2 curves this becomes er,0r>, = 0 with the canonical form bv -au = 0.
Comparison of the differential equations of the Ti and T2 curves shows that <p' = (l/2)T' are sufficient conditions that these curves coincide. The lines h and 22 which generate Ti and T2 in this case are denoted by ¿1 and d2 and are called the directrices of Wilczynski which were found by him in quite a different way.
29. Equivalence of surfaces. Let there be given a surface 5 parameterized by yA(u1, u2) and a second surface S parameterized by yA(ûx, û2). S and 5 will be called equivalent if there exist transformations of the groups Gi, G2, G3 of §1 sending the functions yA into yA. We seek the conditions for equivalence. First, after the manner of §2 and its sequel, form the tensor equations defining S whose solutions are yA(u) and whose coefficients are unaffected by the transformations of G3 and Gi. Do likewise for the functions yA(u). Then the conditions for equivalence are that there exists a transformation ui = ui(û) for which the respective coefficients are related by the tensor laws I du/dû I gjk = grsdjU^kU", f ,* = 7r,3yw'3¡fc«í, T'jkdrU1 = T\sdjUTdkW.
The law 0= \du/dü\ B is a consequence of the first and third of these. Represent dju* by 77'y(w), then from (12.2) we are asking for the conditions that the system of first order partial differential equations Suppose the set £0 = 0 to be differentiated with substitutions from (29.1) and £o = 0 itself. For example, differentiation of the first of (29.2) with substitutions from these equations themselves and from (29.1) results in the transformation law of the identically vanishing covariant derivative (0g,*),¡. Hence no additional conditional equations result from this operation. If one or more new conditions arise when similarly operating on the full set £0 = 0, designate this new set by £i = 0. Continuing with £i = 0 in this way we arrive at a sequence of sets of finite conditional equations £o = 0, • • -, £w = 0, among the 6 dependent and 2 independent variables which must necessarily terminate for some N for which N^5 if the variables ü' are to be independent. From a theorem of partial differential equations [6, p. 3 ] it then follows that the necessary and sufficient conditions that S and S be equivalent are that the sets £0 = 0, • • -, £# = 0 be algebraically consistent when regarded as equations for the determination of the dependent variables as functions of the independent variables ü' and that the set £#+1 = 0 be satisfied identically as a consequence of the preceding sets. Moreover, if p is the number of independent equations in the first N sets, the transformation u'-+u' involves exactly 6 -p arbitrary constants. For example, the maximum possible number of independent equations in the set £o = 0 is 2 + 2 + 2 = 6 in virtue of the identities |g| = 1, grsyr$ = 0, £r;r = 0 and the symmetry of £,*¡. In this case, the theorem states that the set £1 = 0 must be satisfied identically as a consequence of £0 = 0 and that the functions u'(u) are found by solving algebraically the set £o = 0 for the 6 dependent variables as functions of the 2 independent variables ü'. The solution does not involve any arbitrary constants.
